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FAKHAR-E-PAKISTAN

In addition, the Corporate Office of US Group celebrat-
ed Independence Day with great enthusiasm. Mian 
Umar Ahsan (Group Director) in the presence of the 
Senior Management made the honor to cut the cake 
followed by exciting activities.

May the future bring more 
glory to our great nation! To 
all the Pakistanis,
 
WE SALUTE YOU!

On this 76th Independence Day, US Group saluted the resilient achievers who made us proud glob-
ally. Our patriotic campaign “Fakhar-e-Pakistan” honored our national heroes with their global suc-
cesses followed by the people of US Group who are proud Pakistanis and have done well by giving 
back to their homeland to be Fakhar-e-Pakistan!



CORPORATE OFFICE

We had an exclusive women’s session “Listen Up” 
for the females of Apparel Vertical of US Group. 
Mehwish Tariq (DGM, Corporate Communica-
tions) led this session in sBU USA & sBU UK/EU. 
The session echoed the organization’s commit-
ment to promoting the overall well-being of 
women by highlighting the real-life challenges 
faced by the female workforce to make the work-
place environment more encouraging.

Thank you all for your valuable feedback and 
we anticipate being able to address them eventu-
ally!

That is right; our flagship program "Talent 2.O" is 
back with a fresh group of students from diverse 
universities all around Punjab. This learning and 
development initiative by Corporate HR of US 
Group is rooted in "performance-based" recog-
nition and provides these young enthusiasts 
with exposure to our business' inclusivity and 
diversity. 

LISTEN UP - WOMEN’S HOUR

WELCOMING 
BATCH 2, 
TALENT 2.O



CORPORATE OFFICE

These trainees also undertook a weeklong orientation process that included site visits and 
sessions with the Senior Leadership of US Group to acquire what it takes for a rewarding 
professional life. 

Stylers International (New Ventures Vertical)sBU Denim Mills (Fabrics Vertical)

sBU USA (Apparel Vertical) sBU UK/EU (Apparel Vertical)

Corporate Office



GET READY TO BOOST INNOVATION 

CORPORATE OFFICE

Our Corporate Sustainability 
Team organized a sustainabili-
ty campaign “07 Areas Boost 
Up” in September 2023 to 
re-energize the Sustainability 
Challenge 2025 in all Verticals 
of US Group. The objective 
was to create impactful pro-
grams that would take root, 
deliver results, and drive inno-
vation across the organization 
to make sustainability and 
social responsibility indelible.

This one-week-long campaign aligned with 
our first-year theme of ‘Fostering Innova-
tion’, and included a number of sessions 
and on-floor activities based on our three 
pillars, target areas, and performance in the 
year 2023. 
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CORPORATE OFFICE

In collaboration with “Rose Petal” from Packages, Sana Fatima (Manager, Corporate Com-
munications) of US Group organized a workshop on the importance of women's health & 
hygiene. Iffrah Mumtaz, (Brand Manager, Rose Petal) led the talk, which was hosted in Exec-
utive Mess, Unit 2 of Apparel Vertical's sBU USA of US Group. About 25 attendees received 
exciting giveaways in appreciation for their extended support. 

EMPOWERING HER 
COMFORT 



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

MARKING THE INDEPENDENCE DAY 

sBU USA of Apparel Vertical celebrated the 76th anniversary of Pakistan's Independence with 
traditional fervor featuring the hoisting of flag, a march-past of guards, quiz, and a short film on 
Pakistan. These activities were followed by a cake-cutting ceremony & address by Salman Hafeez 
(CEO, Apparel Vertical) of US Group.



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

Congratulations to Unit 5 of Apparel Vertical of 
US Group, which is a certified LEED Platinum 
building. This sustainably designed facility mini-
mizes environmental impact while promoting the 
employees' well-being. Acquiring LEED PLATI-
NUM Certification by scoring 83 points has 
brought us one-step closer to our evolutionary 
journey toward our Sustainability Challenge 
2025. Well done, Team!

A Chinese delegation visited sBU USA of Apparel Vertical on July 06, 2023. Mian Umar Ahsan 
(Group Director) gave an overview of the US Group in the presence of Sohaib Javed Bhatti (Group 
Director) & Senior Management and elaborated on how the organization has been doing well by 
giving back. Ihsan Qadeer Malik (Director of Operations, sBU USA) of Apparel Vertical also gave 
extensive insights on manufacturing processes and products.

WE ARE LEED PLATINUM 
CERTIFIED NOW! 

A NOTABLE VISIT FROM A CHINESE DELEGATION 



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

sBU USA had some interesting meet & greet this quarter; take a look!

Exploring the mutual business prospects with CFL

It was an honor to have Jovy Tsang’ (Vice President of Sourcing, CFL) visit to sBU USA of 
Apparel Vertical to contemplate its manufacturing facility and processes. This visit was also 
followed by the display of various seasonal collections and a meeting to enhance the prospects 
of mutual business partnership. 

Say Hello to Team Kontoor

We welcome Suminda Silva Nugegodage (Regional Quality Head of Kontoor Brand), who visited 
sBU USA of Apparel Vertical in August 2023. After the productive meeting with the Senior 
Management, Mariam Pillege Jayantha Rajkumar (Director Technical, sBU USA) of Apparel 
Vertical highlighted some premium quality denim garments during the floor visit.

MEET & GREET



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

Join us in congratulating and recognizing the contributions made by our "Outstanding Employees" in 
the Apparel Vertical of US Group. At sBU USA, a celebration was arranged for those outstanding indi-
viduals who received an OS rating in 2022. Speaking at the event, Salman Hafeez (CEO of Apparel 
Vertical) acknowledged while urging these super stars to keep up their high caliber of performance.

A group of 40 students from Quaid-e-Azam University 
headed to sBU USA of Apparel Vertical on July 11, 
2023, to gain firsthand experience with the production 
processes. The HR team of sBU USA also organized an 
orientation session and a facility visit learning the man-
ufacturing of garments.

The management employees of sBU USA of Apparel Vertical met at the Executive Mess for the 
second town hall of this year. Mehwish Tariq (DGM, Corporate Communications) hosted this 
meeting in which Salman Hafeez (CEO, Apparel Vertical) shared the business insights followed by 
some interesting question-answer series and feedback.

RECOGNIZING THE PERFORMERS 

QUAID-E-AZAM UNIVERSITY – INDUSTRIAL VISIT

GATHERING AROUND FOR TOWNHALL



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

TRAININGS & SESSIONS

Sneak peek to some interesting trainings & sessions at sBU USA of Apparel Vertical of US Group.

Congratulations to Wania Waqar (Senior Assistant Manager, Compliance) on the successful 
completion of ZDHC CMS TIG, an external training on the recommendation of Levi’s. Let’s explore 
her perspective on how this technical training will help in acquiring the required knowledge and skills 
to manage chemicals effectively.

Are you looking for some crisp piece of advice to “Manage Your Boss”? Shahid Mahmood (Sr. Manager 
Purchase of Compliance, sBU USA) shared some interesting tips by conducting a training session on 
“Managing Your Boss & Vendor Management”. A group of 20 employees covering 20 training hours, 
helping to get the most out of it, attended this training.

Check out some inventive upcycled denim products developed by the Research & Development 
department of sBU USA of Apparel Vertical, giving Second Chance with the perfect blend of 
innovativeness and eco-consciousness.  

SECOND CHANCE WITH UPCYCLING! 

I feel honored that learning from this 
technical training will 

bolster my role toward 
effective chemical 
management for a 
sustainable future!

Wania Waqar, 
Senior Assistant

 Manager Compliance



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU USA

TAKING CARE OF ORAL HEALTH

IT’S TIME TO VOTE!

The University College of Medicine & Dentistry, UOL organized an oral health screening & dental 
campaign at sBU USA of Apparel Vertical. The purpose was to provide helpful tips about maintaining 
good oral hygiene, avoiding tooth decay, and choosing the right dental products and services.

Union elections were held at the sBU USA 
of Apparel Vertical of US Group for 
constituting various committees including 
WMC, EHS, Canteen, Fairtrade, and Shop 
Stewardship. These elections were carried 
out in consultation with Director HR to 
meet the legal & CoC requirements.



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU UK/EU

INDEPENDENCE 
DAY CELEBRATION

sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical 
celebrated National Independence 
Day with great fervour. From an 
inspiring March Past to heartfelt 
special prayers, engaging quiz 
sessions, and a delightful cake-cutting 
ceremony, it was a day filled with 
pride and unity. Look out the 
moments!

It was an honor hosting Steven Lawton (Group 
Product Director), & Matthew Rhodes (Head of 
Sourcing) from Primark on July 05, 2023. The 
distinguished guests had an insightful discussions 
with Group Directors & the Top Management of 
US Group emphasizing on the strategic aspects of 
business partnership.

X



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU UK/EU

UK OFFICE VISIT

This visit held particular importance as it 
landed with the celebration of our remarkable 
25 year partnership with Primark.

We are excited to continue delivering 
manufacturing excellence, innovation, and 
shared success in our ongoing partnership 
with Primark. Let us look forward to 25 more 
years of development and prosperity together.



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU UK/EU

YOUM-E-DIF’A

BUILDING HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAM

We welcome Maria Vullo (Sales Manager) & Eugenie MacDonald (Lead Designer) from the 
UK Office on their weeklong visit to sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical. Besides meet & greet, 
this visit included the planning and execution of upcoming Autumn/Winter collections for 
Men and Women for the UK and EU markets.

Beyond the productive work sessions, our guests had a wonderful time exploring magnificent  
Pakistani culture and cuisines.

Zahid Farooq (Director of Operations, sBU UK/EU) of Apparel Vertical shared his valuable 
insights on his recently completed course on "Building High-Performance Teams”. This 
illuminating session not only highlighted the key elements of fostering high-performance 
teams but also provided practical strategies to implement in our day-to-day work.

The management of sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical came together to commemorate 
National Defense Day on September 6, 2023 by paying tribute to all the fighters who fought 
zealously with the passion of patriotis & determination to cherish glory.
Let's remember our heroes on this Defence Day with Pride!



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU UK/EU

HAPPY WORLD TOURISM DAY

On September 27, 2023, sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical celebrated World Tourism Day by taking 
the employees of female management on an unforgettable day trip to the Mushkpuri Top. This trip 
was not only entertaining but also a significant contribution to team building. Let’s applaud the 
efforts of the Administration Department in organizing this activity wholeheartedly.



APPAREL VERTICAL - sBU UK/EU

PRIORITIZING ROAD SAFETY

HONORING THE SENIOR CITIZENS  

sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical celebrated 
Senior Citizen Day on August 21, 2023 to 
honor the remarkable individuals who have 
graced our lives with their wisdom, love, and 
endless inspiration. With a formal 
cake-cutting ceremony, the day's highlight 
included tribute to the senior staff to 
emphasize our company's commitment to 
recognizing and rewarding our loyal 
long-serving employees.

sBU UK/EU of Apparel Vertical organized on-floor awareness sessions on "Road safety" with the 
collaboration of Motorway Police. With this initiative, employees were guided about the traffic 
rules, traffic safety and precautionary steps to follow while on the roads by raising awareness about 
personal and road safety.



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical celebrated the 76th Independence Day of Pakistan with 
employees and their families in an auspicious ceremony on the occasion. Check out the 
highlights!

CELEBRATING INDEPENDENCE DAY



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Congratulations to sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical (US Group) for winning Unfi's award for 
Sustainability Champion. Being a denim fabric manufacturing partner by opting for eco-friendly 
fibers & sustainable processes to bring forth the most contemporary denim fashion for all 
times.

We care for you; Work safely!

SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION!

TRAININGS & SESSIONS 

A one-day session “Ahtiat” on Risk 
Assessment & Hazard Identification was 
held at sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical 
of US Group. A group of 24 employees 
participated in this full day training on 
identifying and addressing hazards before 
they cause harm and minimize the risk of 
injury or illness at workplace. 
Stay safe; stay cautious!



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Standing Order Training - IR
 
Chaudhry Abdul Rehman (Director Industrial 
Relations, Administration, & Legal Affairs) of US 
Group facilitated a training session on Standing 
Orders for employees in non-management 
cadre.

Medical Screening for Hygiene Cards 

Free medical screening activity was held at sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical of US Group in 
collaboration with Shehryar Clinic who examined a number of employees and informed them of 
their health-related issues, preventions, and solutions.  

Hepatitis Awareness Session 
Despite being treatable, hepatitis can have major health consequences if left untreated. An 
informative awareness session was organized on Hepatitis to educate employees about its risk 
factors and guidelines for treatment.



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

The Female Quarterly Connect 
 
A perfect female meet-up "Quarterly Female Connect" was organized by Madiha Alam 
(Manager HR & Diversity of sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical) to advance inclusivity, equity, 
and equality. This session helped engage the female employees and receive their feedback to 
address different work and culture-related challenges.
More power to you!

Embracing a Safety Culture 

The compliance team of sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical conducted two awareness sessions 
for management & non-management staff respectively on Workplace Safety because we firmly 
believe that proactive measures are the cornerstone of accident prevention.



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Transparent elections were carried out at the sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical to elect a 
Health and Safety Committee for the non-management employees. This committee will maintain 
and review different health & safety issues of the workers to improve efficiency and a safe 
workplace environment.

Cheers to the sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical on achieving the significant accomplishment 
of creating an on-site childcare facility. Under the supervision of caring staff, this daycare facility 
was set up as part of an effort to assist and empower our working mothers with the aim of 
boosting inclusion and diversity all over the organization.

FULL CARE WITH DAYCARE

YOUR VOTE, YOUR CHOICE



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

To celebrate mango season, the HR department of sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical organized 
the event Mango Mania, which included a number of fun activities. It was delightful to see the 
management staff embracing the yellow color theme, participating in a variety of games, and 
winning prizes. We hope you love mango more as much as we do!

sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical organized its town hall at the Executive Mess for the second 
quarter of the year 2023. In the presence of the Senior Management of Fabrics Vertical, Irfan 
Nazir Ahmad (CEO, Fabrics Vertical) of US Group discussed vital matters, shared exciting 
updates, and engaged in meaningful conversations that directly contribute to our collective 
progress and success.

A DIALOGUE THROUGH TOWN HALL

MANGO FIESTA



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

The Marketing Team in the presence of Irfan Nazir Ahmad (Chief Executive Officer) & Uzair Asif 
(Senior Deputy Manager) of Fabrics Vertical attended C&A’s meeting during Mills Week 
exhibiting a wide collection of fabrics. This meeting was held in September 2023 in Amsterdam 
followed by another significant meeting with “Denham”, our key buyer of premium denim 
fabrics.

The Marketing team of sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical had a series of interesting meet 
& greet to develop mutually beneficial relationships. Take a glance!

MEET & GREET



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Our Marketing team of sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical had a productive visit to 
Turkey and had back-to-back strategic meetings with Turkish brands to display fabric 
product range and exchange creative denim fashion ideas.

sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical 
attended the Outdoor Retailer show 
along with a strategic meeting with 
Black Diamond to explore future 
business prospects.

Irfan Nazir Ahmad (CEO of US 
Group's Fabrics Vertical) met with 
PEM's management; a well-known 
brand owned by JUST BRANDS. This 
conclave in Amsterdam gave us a 
chance to interact with potential 
customers and discuss new business 
opportunities & advancements.



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

sBU Denim Mills Stopover at Srilanka Visit for Customer Meet-ups! 

Check out some exciting 
highlights of the various 
meetings of the marketing 
experts of sBU Denim 
Mills of Fabrics Vertical 
presenting various denim 
collections, developments 
and exploring new 
business possibilities. 



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Our Marketing experts of sBU Denim 
Mills of Fabrics Vertical met with 
Assaf Safran (Global Director of Fabric 
Sourcing), Liza Gunderman (Manager 
of Fabric Sourcing), & Sabrina Cedeno 
(Design Assistant) of Jordache with 
the agenda to present the most 
contemporary denim fabric collection 
for the denim fashionistas. 

We had a fantastic meeting on fabric 
development with Melissa Ray 
(Manager of Production Denim & 
Woven Bottom), Nick Ysmeal Zipagan 
(Senior Designer, Men, Women, and 
Kids) & Ameika (Design Assistant) of 
the Tommy Hilfiger in New York on 
July 18, 2023.

The only mill from Pakistan that was 
nominated and took part in Marks & 
Spencer Mills Week was sBU Denim 
Mills of Fabrics Vertical. Therefore, the 
Marketing Team visited & met the 
M&S Raw Material and Sustainability 
team to talk about the sustainability of 
raw materials on July 17, 2023. A 
meeting with the Marks & Spencer’s 
team of women & kids’ was held on 
July 18, 2023, and kids’ boys on July 
19, 2023, respectively further followed 
the visit.

MILLS WEEK 2023



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

The sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics 
Vertical attended H1-25 Mills Week, a 
meeting with Levi’s to display the 
diverse collection of denim fabrics. 
During the meeting, the customer 
made 80 selections. Good Job Team! 

We love everything about this interactive two-day Kingpins show 
straight from New York; meet-ups, fresh coffee sponsored by US 
Group, AW 24/25 denim trends, and presenting the most dynamic 
fabric collection “Denim Symphony” by sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics 
Vertical at booth #06 of Blue Area to the denim lovers. Let’s take a trip 
down a memory lane to refresh our denim aspirations full of 
excitement!

HEAD OVER TO KINGPINS NEW YORK



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Here are some of the updates on sustainable initiatives and projects active at the sBU Denim 
Mills of Fabrics Vertical. 

Installation of Biomass Boiler

NEWS FROM THE SUSTAINABILITY ROOM

On way to Fostering Innovation, a 20-ton biomass boiler is in the process of installation at sBU 
Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical, with an expected inauguration in the fourth quarter of this year. 
This project demonstrates our dedication to being environmentally conscious and producing 
steam efficiently, aligned with our goals for sustainable energy.

Atmoset Installation

sBU Denim Mills (Fabrics Vertical) is in the 
process of implementing an innovative 
Feedback Moisture Control System, 
utilizing ATMOSET technology, on the 
wet process machines to bring significant 
reduction in steam consumption during 
the fabric drying process. The project is 
already underway and is on track for 
completion in the fourth quarter.



FABRICS VERTICAL - sBU DENIM MILLS

Solar Roof Paint & Cleaning Water Recovery

Currently, sBU Denim Mills of Fabrics Vertical has a prototype in operation for 
the purpose of collecting water utilized in the cleaning of our solar panels. This 
environmentally conscious initiative is set to make a substantial contribution to 
the reduction of ground water extraction.

Additionally, as part of our commitment to enhancing solar efficiency, the 
dedicated teams are also conducting a trial to evaluate the impact of roof 
painting on solar efficiency.

We wish you Good Luck and hope we’ll be able to pull over more sustainable 
initiatives acquiring balance for better!



FABRICS VERTICAL - US & DYNAMO

EMBRACING 76TH INDEPENDENCE

VISIT TO TRADE SHOWS!

US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical celebrated 
the 76th Independence Day of Pakistan with 
high spirits. Let’s find out how these activities 
filled the hearts with pride!

Drawing distinction at the Kingpins New York!
The love for non-denim took US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical to dazzle the FW 24/25 seasonal 
collection at Kingpins, New York. Aamir Alam Qureshi (Managing Director) & Jawwad Karamat (Sr. 
Manager Sales & Marketing) of US & Dynamo presented some dynamic non-denim fabric 
collections curated with unparalleled expertise to inspire the global market.

Check out which exhibitions and trade shows US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical attended during 
the third quarter.



FABRICS VERTICAL - US & DYNAMO

Travelling around Munich Fabric Start

Jawad Saleem (GM of Sales & Marketing) of US & Dynamo (Fabrics Vertical) had a valuable layover to 
attend Munich Fabric Start, a fabric exhibition from July 18 & 19, 2023. The display of some of the 
latest non-denim fabrics in this exhibition, which was held in Germany, received appreciation from a 
huge audience.

Stopover at 

Throwback to the show! In order to 
expand avenues for business and 
customer networking, Jawwad 
Karamat (Sr. Manager, Sales & 
Marketing) of the US & Dynamo of 
Fabrics Vertical attended Premiere 
Vision held in New York from July 
18–19, 2023 by promoting 
sustainable non-denim fashion fabrics.



FABRICS VERTICAL - US & DYNAMO

MANGO DELIGHTS AT MANGO MANIA!

MEET & GREET

Are you a mango lover because this feel-good super fruit provides more than just sweetness? 
Check out how US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical celebrated the Mango Mania with a day full 
of happiness and joy.

Take a glimpse of interesting meet & greet with the team of US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical 
of US Group!



FABRICS VERTICAL - US & DYNAMO

PRIORITIZING HEALTH & WELL-BEING! 

Aamir Alam Qureshi (Managing 
Director) & Jawwad Karamat (Sr. 
Manager Sales & Marketing) of US 
& Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical 
visited Hong Kong for meeting 
with the Kontoor team expanding 
the client portfolio with our finest 
quality products.
 
Zeeshan Zee Aleem (Director 
Merchandiser) from KIABI visited 
US & Dynamo on Sep 07, 2023 to 
review the collection working for 
FW 24/25.

Jovy Tsang (Vice President, Fabric 
Sourcing) from CFL Hong Kong 
visited US & Dynamo in June 
2023 to seek the manufacturing 
plant facility.

To promote healthcare and awareness, US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical arranged a number of 
sessions and camps for its employees because Good Health is Above Wealth! 

The Toothology Clinic set up a medical camp at the US & Dynamo of Fabrics Vertical, where 
employees were given free medical examinations. As well as Specialists from the Toothology 
Clinic provided sessions on dental, oral, and physical health. Both management and 
non-management staff were invited to this workshop.



FABRICS VERTICAL - US & DYNAMO

On August 8, 2023, the OEHC medical camp session was arranged at US & Dynamo of Fabrics 
Vertical for the screening of several tests, including blood testing, hepatitis B and C, 
audiometry and spirometry tests, and typhoid immunizations.

On September 11, 2023, 
US & Dynamo of Fabrics 
Vertical hosted an 
in-house workshop to 
raise awareness about 
World First-Aid Day. In 
this session, around 45 
employees were educated 
on basic first aid and CPR 
and increased their 
understanding of how 
first-aid can save lives.



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Enjoy the highlights of the celebration that was held at Stylers International of New Ventures 
Vertical to mark the 76th anniversary of Pakistan's Independence! 

Congratulations US Workwear (New Ventures Vertical) for officially been in business for one 
whole year! To celebrate this milestone, a formal cake cutting ceremony took place at Stylers 
International of New Ventures Vertical. Hafiz Mustanser Ahmed (Chief Executive Officer) in 
the presence of the Senior Management of New Ventures Vertical shared words of gratitude 
to those who embarked on this incredible journey with US.  Keep Flourishing!  

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY

US WORKWEAR TURNS ONE!



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Stylers International organized its second town hall which was hosted by Tanzeela Malik 
(Manager Business Development, Stylers International). In the presence of around 70 
attendees and Senior Management, Hafiz Mustanser Ahmed (CEO, New Ventures Vertical) of 
US Group shared collective progress followed by question answer series.

TOWN HALL MEETING

Let's take a quick look at all the training programs and sessions that took place at the Stylers 
International of New Ventures Vertical in the third quarter.

Learning Workplace Etiquette

The HR Department of Stylers International of New Ventures Vertical conducted a training 
session on "Workplace Etiquette" to help build a conducive working environment. Beenish Naz 
(Executive HR) hosted this session, which was attended by around 30 employees on August 03, 
2023.

TRAININGS & SESSIONS



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment

To maintain employee safety and adherence to 
safety regulations, Mubeen Anjum (Executive 
Compliance) of Stylers International of New 
Ventures Vertical provided this in-house training 
on Hazard Identification aiming at evaluating 
and addressing potential safety issues. As well as 
making effective safety plans to increase safety 
of operations processes.

Safety & Security at First

To ensure the safety and protection of our employees, Mubeen Anjum (Executive Compliance) of 
Stylers International of New Ventures Vertical led a security training to provide guards with an 
in-depth briefing on the latest security protocols and techniques by equipping them with essential 
skills and knowledge.



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Advancing HR Strategies

On August 29, 2023, Shahzad Ayub (Deputy Manager HR) & Benish Naz (Executive HR) of 
Stylers International of New Ventures Vertical attended a concluding event on implementation 
of Advanced HR Strategies arranged by GIZ, ibf & iConsult followed by certificates distribution.

Yulia Bazhenova (Head of Project, GIZ Textiles) also shared the project achievements in the 
session.

Free Education Awareness Camp

In collaboration with the Workers Welfare Board (WWB), 
Stylers International of New Ventures Vertical organized 
a free education awareness camp for workers and their 
children. This awareness camp proved to be captivating 
and enlightening for the employees for a brighter future.



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Making Hazard Free Workplace 

Ayesha Siddiq from ForEd Consultants led a full-day workshop on Hazard Identification & Risk 
Assessment on July 13, 2023, which was followed by the awarding of certificates.
 
So let us cherish and value the safety for a more effective workplace.

Lets Talk on Road Safety

To create awareness, a delegate from Motorway Police visited Stylers International of New 
Ventures Vertical and briefed employees about the significance of traffic rules and road safety.



NEW VENTURES VERTICAL - STYLERS INTERNATIONAL

Understanding Pink Eye Virus

With the increase of conjunctivitis adenovirus, 
Stylers International of New Ventures Vertical 
initiated the “Pink Eye Awareness Campaign” 
to spread awareness. All the employees on the 
production floor were briefed on the cause, 
symptoms & precautionary measures. 

Stay safe & help protect yourself from getting 
and spreading Pink Eye!

The management of Stylers International of 
New Ventures Vertical visited the Lahore 
Businessmen Association for Rehabilitation of 
the Disabled (LABARD). The purpose of the 
meet-up was to discuss & provide stitching 
machines to uplift the technical skills of special 
persons. Zahid Zafar (Managing Director of 
Stylers International) briefed Shaista Pervez 
Malik and the management of LABARD about 
the operations and other facilities of the 
training centre.

UPLIFTING THE SKILLS WITH LABARD 

Delegation from GIZ TVET (Country and 
Regional Heads) visited Stylers International of 
New Ventures Vertical on September 5, 2023 
to understand current best practices on skill 
development of employees. Followed by a 
factory visit, they were given updates on the 
number of completed projects in partnership 
with GIZ & others over the past two years.

GIZ & TVET DELEGATION VISIT



LOGISTICS VERTICAL - LEEDS LOGISTICS

US GROUP WELCOMES MR. ABDUR REHMAN 
AS MANAGING DIRECTOR FOR LEEDS LOGISTICS

The US Group is pleased to introduce Mr. Abdur Rehman as the new Managing Director of 
LEEDS Logistics. With a rich background in logistics, transport, and retail, Mr. Rehman brings 
27 years of experience, including key roles such as Chief Operating Officer and Chief Financial 
Officer.
As a CA Finalist and University of Punjab graduate, his academic and professional credentials 
are impressive. His track record includes industry-recognized results and strategic 
partnerships, reflecting his commitment to excellence.
Mr. Rehman's appointment underscores our dedication to providing top-tier logistics services 
and our commitment to excellence in the field.

We are excited to welcome Mr. Rehman to the US Group family and anticipate his 
transformative impact as Managing Director of LEEDS Logistics.


